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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2032-Of course, Treasure Trove would be the best 
means of collecting resources. 

As the major shareholder of Treasure Trove, he held as high as 45% of the shares, so 
logically speaking, he did not need to spend money. 

However, David disagreed and gave Alba an ultimatum. 

If they did not allow him to spend money, he would buy from another company. 

In the end, Alba had no choice but to quietly charge at a price lower than the cost. 

For David, although he could not continue to use lavish points to improve his strength, 
he could still improve other skills. 

For example, Cloning. 

This skill was very useful for David. 

He was now a partial Pre-Deity. 

So, one more clone was equal to one more partial PreDeity’s combat power. 

This was horrifying. 

The system showed that one million lavish points were needed to increase the level of 
Cloning. 

After upgrading, David would be able to have one more clone. 

If so, the next upgrade would surely cost ten million. 

In other words, with only eleven million lavish points, David could have two more clones. 

In addition to the main form and the original clone, there would be four partial Pre-
Deities in total. 

In the Star Kingdom where the highest combat power was only peak Sacred Saint 
Rank, what would it be like to have four partial Pre-Deities’ combat power? 

It was simply unimaginable! 

It would be very easy for David to do whatever he wanted. 



He could even reduce the entire Star Kingdom to ruin at any time. 

Collecting resources and improving the level of his clone was the first thing on David’s 
list. 

The second thing was to wait for Sid’s notice and show up at the Saints Association to 
assume the name of the head of the Saints Association. Then, he would contain Zenon, 
which could be regarded as him making a small contribution to the peace of Star 
Kingdom. 

The last thing was David’s promise to Nova. 

He would send a clone into the Iridescent Sect to discover its secrets. 

He would certainly not break his promise if it was within his power. 

Besides, David wanted to know something too. 

Since the establishment of the Iridescent Sect, so many Saints disappeared after 
entering the forbidden area. Why did this happen? 

He had nothing to worry about even if he investigated this, since if he encountered a big 
crisis, he would only lose a few drops of blood essence. 

After he completed the three things, it would be time for David to return to Earth to live 
in seclusion with everyone. 

At that time, what would greet him would be the days of leisure and peace. 

This was what David yearned for, instead of being aloof and controlling the life and 
death of all beings. 

David never had such ambitions. 

Not long after, David got another message from Alba. 

East League Trading Company had been unsealed. 

Of course, David did not have time to dive further into this matter, and he still let Marlee 
take care of this. 

When he was threatened by the Palmore family, he sent Marlee and her daughter to a 
safe place to hide. 

Since then, the two had always been in touch. 



Marlee often sent some concerned messages, and if David did not reply, she would 
connect to David’s communication device after a while. 

She was afraid that something might happen to David. 

Since David was helpless toward her concern, he could only accept it silently. 

He was destined not to be indifferent. 

He had no heroic potential at all. 

No matter how strong he was, he could only become a hero who saved all living beings, 
not a hero who stepped on countless corpses. 
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